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1. What is your experience with civic government? 
I have been working for years on Regional District of Central Kootenay committees on behalf of Area E - CBT Grant community Dot
Day Committees, and as a Watershed Advisor. I have successfully advocated to local governments on behalf of the West Kootenay
EcoSociety and had the Town of Slocan, The City of Nelson and the Regional District of Central Kootenay Board all sign on to the

100% Renewable Kootenays Plan. When Deb Kozak was mayor and welcomed performing arts into Council meetings, you could find
me in the background helping teachers and youth show up to wow the packed room with dance. I would be so lucky to enjoy such
performances as a councillor! Over many years, I have talked with many local government staff and all current councillors to help

me understand how decisions are made and why, putting in 100s of hours to this enquiry alone in the last year.

2. As a Councillor your decisions will impact people’s day-to-day lives and quality of life. How will you create
opportunities for citizens to listen and be heard? 

Now more than ever, we need to be offering citizens the opportunity to listen and be heard. One thing I hear from public servants
is that people simply don’t understand the complexity of decision-making. It is our job then to help educate the public and a big

piece of this is communicating with full transparency how we vote and why. I am curious about new ways to track people’s opinions
to help inform Councillor votes and set priorities. An Australian friend shared with me that he uses a participatory budgeting tool to

help guide his municipal decisions. Here’s more information about that approach, and if it carries interest, I’d be happy to try to
pilot it. https://www.participatorybudgeting.org/what-is-pb/

3. What is your strategy to motivate citizens to become engaged in the decision making and how will you be
transparent in your decision-making process? 

Further to my answer above, I will be working hard to motivate citizens to be engaged. One thing I am already doing is engaging
residents as advisors and inviting myself to service group meetings.. For example, Daniel Nolan has stepped down as a candidate to

support my bid and is my energy and affordability advisor. Kirsty Holt of Kootenai Pilates is my small business advisor and Abra
Brynne my food advisor, just to name a few. I am grateful to Sydney Black and the NDAC for being available to answer my questions

and encourage my/our growth in matters deeply woven into the services and economic drivers offered by the arts and culture
realm - mental health and decolonization come to mind.

4. Some of the arts & heritage organisations made their annual budget presentation to City Council in January - did
you have a chance to watch the Council meeting? and if so, what is your impression of Nelson's cultural sector? 

I did attend this meeting and enjoyed hearing from this group at the budget meeting, once they were finally given their time to
speak. I am impressed with the NDAC work through the pandemic and noted the resulting small request for funding, while also

noting the struggle of our artists and performers to cover their living expenses. I heard the request of the Capitol to have support
for maintenance of the building and the possibility of further City support through the waiving of hydro and other service fees - this

organization has seen little increase in support since the ‘80s! I witnessed ingenuity from Touchstones in the pursuit of a service
agreement with the City. The ability of this sector to attract funding is impressive and I am grateful for the work being done in

providing vital services to our community.

5. Are you aware of the operational funding model of the sector? 
It depends on the organisation, but generally, I believe most arts and culture organizations locally are run as not-for-profits and rely heavily on

government grants. 

https://www.participatorybudgeting.org/what-is-pb/


6. As arts & heritage organizations we are in the forefront of contributing to decolonisation and truth and
reconciliation. What work have you done in learning about decolonisation and engaging with Indigenous peoples of

this territory?
First I had to recognize my priviledge, and learn how to leverage it. As a politician, I see my role as learning about all those I am

trying to represent, to understand where we have come from and where we want to get to. There is no doubt in my mind and heart
that our work of decolonisation can no longer be delayed. I am grateful to Touchstones and their partners for the work they have

done to educate and push us to aknowledge our systemic racism - my private tour of the ‘Red Ribbon Round It’ brought me to tears
and I am grateful to Lesley for helping chip away at biases I didn’t even know I had. NDAC also contributes to my education, most
recently in NIMF interviews. Sinixt elder Shelly Boyd engages with me and I am currently reading her recommended texts: Eileen

Delhanty Pearkes’ ‘Geography of Memory’ and ‘Swift River’ by Laurel Stovel. I am a big fan of Joe Pierre’s storytelling and will continue
to read and watch online videos to learn and continue to offer an ear and open representation to the Ktunaxa. So much to learn

and integrate.

7. How often do you attend a cultural event?
Currently, I watch something online more than once per week locally. During traditional times, I would go out a couple times a

month, mostly to live performing arts shows, but movies and cultural outings are sprinkled in there too.

8. What do you think are the most important contributions that arts and heritage make to Nelson?
The arts are vital for our economy, mental health through self-expression and societal commentary, and artists are important

partners in celebration and fun! Heritage is vital to our story of where we have come from, helping us to learn from the past, as well
as informing our building aesthetic. The sector attracts people to live and visit this place and without a focus on it, we would lose

the cultural essence that makes us unique.

9. Do you believe that increasing investment in the arts is essential? And if yes, how would you as a City Councillor
balance that demand given that the city has a finite amount of $$.

Yes. Priorities need to be set in cases where we have to make financial choices. Taxation does not pay for all the services we want
and, as you know well, we are all working to attract other funding sources. I would be committed to helping build relationships to

expand alternate funding and be a strong negotiator within the Council on behalf of the Arts and Culture community.


